Premium 8 Digital Pressure Care Mattress
The Premium 8 is the economical full mattress replacement system for the high risk
user. Ideal for the heavier patient, the system provides an increased cell depth to
prevent bottoming out and enhance therapeutic benefits and comfort. Used in
conjunction with an effective pressure injury preventative strategy including diet,
exercise and care management, the premium 8 is a highly effective pressure care
mattress solution. Infection control and prevention is the key focus of the premium 8,
complete with welded seams, antibacterial taping and waterfall skirts.

Dimensions:
Width: 880mm
Length: 2000mm
Depth: 280mm
Max User Weight: 150kg
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1 in 2 cell alternation
sequence

Cyclic alternation ratio of two
cells fully inflated to one cell
deflated

Provides pressure relief
through a 12 minute cycle

Digital control unit

Non-continuous operation
with digital touch panel and
bright LED interface

18 individual alternating
transverse cells

Air filled mattress
replacement support surface

Easy to operate, less moving
parts reduce wear and tear
on the control unit and a
sealed system ensures easy
cleaning and better infection
control
Gentle and dynamic support
while maintaining and
stimulating the flow of blood
and lymphatic fluids

Eight digital pressure
comfort settings

Calibrated pressure levels

Adjusts to better suit
individual comfort needs

Polyurethane top cover

Vapour permeable,
waterproof and multi-stretch

Visible and audible alarm
system

Control unit emits warning
sound and flashes lights

Helps prevent moisture
transfer and accumulation
while minimising friction,
shear and fabric
“hammocking”
Warns of system
inconsistencies such as
power failure and pressure
drops to ensure patient or
carer notification

Welded seams and full
length waterfall flap

Infection control mechanism

Helps prevent entry of
pathogens and
secretions/excretions into
the mattress and provides
for easy cleaning

Power Cord Retention
System

Retains power cord from
pump to electrical outlet

Reduces potential as a trip
hazard and accidental
disconnection from power

Quick release CPR tag on
base

Rapid deflation capability in
thoracic region

Highly visible and accessible
tag on base for rapid
deflation of mattress

Three static head cells

Non-alternating head cells
remain inflated at all times

Static and Max Inflate
functions

All cells become rapidly and
consistently inflated

Adds stability of the head
and reduces sleep
disturbances
Stabilises the patient for
treatment, transport and
hygiene purposes, amongst
numerous others;
automatically switches to
alternating mode after 20
minutes
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